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Le Triangle Design Contest - mā Condos is excited to envision
what the proposed Le Triangle neighbourhood will resemble

MONTREAL, Sept. 9, 2011 /CNW Telbec/ - mā Condos (www.ma-condos.com) announced today that they are

pleased with the results of the public project presentation of urban proposals to develop the urban planning and design

of the public spaces in the Namur-Jean-Talon Ouest sector - soon to be Le Triangle.

"We are certainly very excited to find out who wins the design competition.  It's no secret that the City of Montreal has

a vision for this sector of the city that corresponds to our values as promoters and developers," stated Steven Demers,

Project Director for mā Condos.  "This is why we want to build innovative properties in Montreal that are thoughtfully

designed, environmentally friendly and encourage public transport."

Inspired by the principles of transit-oriented development (TOD), the design competition's objectives were to revitalise

the former industrial area into a new design-oriented public space. mā Condos Architects at Cardinal Hardy, one of

the finalists of the contest, have incorporated the project's values of revitalization, sustainable development, and

pedestrian needs to their plans for the up-and-coming neighbourhood, contributing positively to the new Le Triangle

identity.

The public audition by the four remaining finalists was conducted on September 8, 2011, by an expert seven-person

jury, chaired by Ken Greenberg. Given that mā Condos' design and architectural firm was a finalist in the Le Triangle

design contest, the mā Condos team has had particular interest in the contest since the beginning, and the visionary

urban planning and future design of the neighbourhood.  The team also invited those who have shown interest in the

condo project to attend the public audition and witness first-hand the final round of the competition.

"After seeing all four proposals by the finalists, it is sure to be a difficult choice for the jury - each contestant had

excellent presentations," Demers added.  "For entrepreneurs like us, it's encouraging to finally visualize how the

neighbourhood surrounding mā Condos will take shape."

mā Condos, the industrial-turned-residential development project, is scheduled to be completed in Summer 2013 and

will consist of an 8-storey, 144-unit building. Interested buyers should note that the anticipated condo project will go

on sale within the next couple of weeks.

About mā Condos

Located in Le Triangle, mā Condos is a residential project created by Construction Garbarino and CD Capital, and

was conceived by two Montréal-based companies, Cardinal Hardy Architects and HUMÀ Design. The project is

conveniently located just steps from Metro stations Namur and De la Savane; it is 10 minutes from downtown

Montreal and in close proximity to Jean Talon, Victoria, and Decarie Blvd. in Le Triangle. mā Condos boasts stunning

views of Mount Royal and re-defines urban living in Montreal. mā Condo's architectural design is synonymous with

distinction and quality of life.  For more information about mā Condos, please visit www.ma-condos.com.
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